definite Hermitian form. This allows us to define the moment map and prove a generalization of the Schur-Horn-Kostant-Heckman-Atiyah-Pressley convexity theorem. The proofs are based on an identity which also gives estimates for the action of 9 
(A) on fl(A) and L(A).
We hope that the main idea behind the paper is apparent: it is to use the interplay between the coadjoint and the highest weight representations.
We are grateful to V. Guillemin for an introduction to the moment map. w 1. Basic definitions (see [6, 8, 9] for details)
-a " be a symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix, i.e., 1.1. Let A-( ij)i,j=l a,=2, alj are non-positive integers for i+j (i,j=l ..... n), and there exists an invertible diagonal matrix D=diag(dl ..... d,) such that D-~A is symmetric. Then we can (and will) choose the d i to be positive rational. Choose a triple (IN,/7, H v), unique up to isomorphism, where I N is a vector space over R of dimension 2n-rankA, and/7= {~1 ..... ~,} ~I~,/Tv= {h 1 .... , h,} clh~ are linearly independent sets satisfying o~i(hi)=aij. We put t~ = C~IN.
The Kac-Moody algebra g=g(A) is the Lie algebra over C generated by the vector space b and symbols e i and f~ (i= 1 ..... n), with defining relations:
[I), [9] 
= (0); [ei, f/] = 6ij h i ; [h, ei] = o~i(h ) ei, [h, fi] = -o;i(h)fi(h ~ D), (ad ei) 1 -a'J(e) = 0 = (ad f3'-"'~(fj) (i.t=j).
We have the canonical embedding [cg. Let n+ (resp. n) be the subalgebra of g generated by the e i (resp. f3, i= 1 .... , n. We have the triangular decomposition: g=n (~bGn +. Every ideal of g which intersects I) trivially is zero [3] .
* Partially supported by NSF grant MCS-8203739
We have the root space decomposition g=@g~, where g~={xegl [h,x] ~t El)* =e(h)x for all heb}, so that g,=~e i, g_,=Cf~, go=b. A root is The root space decomposition of g gives us a Q-gradation of the universal enveloping algebra: U(g) = @ U(g)~. P We choose a nondegenerate symmetric C-bilinear form (.I.) on l) such that (hilh)=diei(h) for i= 1 ..... n and beD. This form extends uniquely to a nondegenerate g-invariant symmetric ~-bilinear form (.I.) on g (see [6] , Proposition 7 and Lemma 2). We have:
(e, lL)=di. (xlY)o = -(xlo~0(y)).
Then the root space decomposition is orthogonal with respect to (.I.)o.
Choose p~h~ satisfying (p]ai)= 89
(or, equivalently, p(hi)=l ) for i =1 .... ,n. For A, aeI)*, put
Ta(~)=(A + pla)-89
In the sequel we will need 
Proof a) is checked by pairing with an element e| where eeg_~, feg~: 
The first equality follows from (1.4) and the last one from Lemma 1. associated to an arbitrary symmetrizable matrix A over a field. 
) Every integrable highest weight g(A)-module L(A) carries a positivedefinite contravariant Hermitian form.
Proof We first prove a). Using co o, it suffices to show that (-I.)o is positivedefinite on 9-~ for all aeA+. We do this by induction on ht(a). The 
By the inductive assumption, the last sum is non-negative; using (1.3), we get (ziz)0>0. Since (-].)0 is nondegenerate on g-a, we deduce that it is positivedefinite, proving a).
By remarks in Sect. 
ue Uz_ a. Hence, by (1.4), we have:
Therefore, we have:
the same way as in the proof of a), we conclude, using (1. 
Proof. Putting x* = --O0(Xk), {Xk} and {x~'} are bases of n+ and n, dual under (-I-). Since the operators f2 o and f2~ can be expressed using arbitrary dual bases ofn and n+, we have: To(C0=< 89 C z ht(e)2; Ic~l =< C 2 h t(~);
Indeed, for e= ~ kloqeQ+, we have:
The rest of (3 .2) 
Proof. Let x~n+; y,y'~n ; z, z'~g; h~b. We claim:
Indeed, we may assume that Ixl = 1, complete {x} to an orthonormal basis of 
Hence, by (3.1) and Lemma 3.1a, we have
We also have, for v= ~ v x, vaeL(A)z, We now take yen_, and put x'=COo(y) and s= [y, x'] , so that COo(S_)= -s+. Using the contravariance of H, we obtain:
We estimate Ix'(v)l and Is+(v)l using (3.3 and 9), and Iso(v)l using (3.6 and 10).
From this, we obtain:
Finally, (3.9-11) combine to show: [11] . Put V= @ L(A) and V~ A~P+ ~ v A c K We endow V and 9 with the finest topology which induces the metric topology on finite-dimensional subspaces. Since the elements e i and f~ are locally nilpotent on V, we have the one-parameter groups exp t el and exp tf~ (t~C) for all i; they generate a subgroup G of GL(V). G acts on each L(A), A~P+, say by za, and also on 9 via the adjoint action Ad, We have: ga (Ad (g) x) = x A (g) TC A (X) gA (g)-1 for g e G and x ~ g.
{z(v)l<3lAI Iz{ Ivl-}-(C1-FC3)ld(z)[ IvI-F2(Cx+C2+C3)Izl
The involution o) o lifts to G; let [ and K be its fixed point sets in g and G.
Note that K preserves the Hermitian forms (-J.)o on g and H on L(A).
Let B={geGIg(V ~ c V~ H=Bc~oo(B), and let N be the normalizer in G of H. These definitions are equivalent to the ones in [11] .
(B is denoted B+ in [11].) Dcg is Ad(N)-invariant and Ad(H)-fixed. Hence, we have an action of the

Weft group W: = N/H on l); moreover, this action is faithful. W is generated by the set S={r/}7=1, where r~(h)=h-~i(h)h i (h~b) , and (W,S) is a
Coxeter system (cf. [8] or [9] Put /~=Hom(Q, {E*); this is a group isomorphic to ({E*)". Define a homo- Proof. Formula (4.7) follows from (4.6) and the following 
(xlM,(v)) o = H(x(v), v)/H(v, v) for xea
(we can make this definition thanks to Theorem 1). Notice that M~ is Kequivariant and that Mit(va) = v-~(A). We also have: The following properties of the moment map are clear: 
MbR(y, v~)= y', H(v~, v~) v-
Mbl t = p o Mi~. Mi,(k(va))= Ad(k)v-l(A) for kEK.
[h'[s=supAs(P(Ad(k)h'))
for s=l ..... n.
k~K
Then the following are equivalent: We put t,=Rd@t| (its complexification is the Cartan subalgebra of ~). We define a ~-invariant symmetric R-bilinear form (.I-) on ~ by (for x, yef): 
On the other hand, it is easy to check that the obvious representation ~ of the group /( on IE "~ is faithful, and that z~(/()crT(/(). Hence, there exists a homomorphism a:/(~/( such that ff=~oa; we write/~ for a(k).
For ae/( and xe~', one easily calculates: (a)-l=~(axa 1); ~r(a)~(d)fr(a)-a=.~(d_a, a-X) .
For kE/( and xd, we find:
and, similarly, ~ (Ad(k)d)=~(d-fCk-1) . Now, Ker(r~)=Nc, and (.I.) is Ad(/()-invariant. Hence, using (4.11), we obtain for ke/( (cf. [2] ):
We proceed to write (4.7) more explicitly. Put QV ={./etlexp(2n~/)=leK}, and define an injective homomorphism 0: QV~/~ by: (0(~/))(ei~ Now, regard K as the group of constant loops in/(. Letting N (resp. N) be the normalizer in K (resp. /() of T, it is easy to see that T=TxO(Q v) and ~r =N~0(Q~). Put 
IQ/T = (N ~ ~k (Q ~ ))/T'~ W~< Q ~.
Moreover, I~ is the Weyl group of/(, and its natural action on t is that described in Sect. 4.1. Theorem 2c in [11] implies that/(=]~a(/(). But, as we have seen above, = a(/q) ~ a(/(). Hence, we have:
(4.14)
Let p be the orthogonal projection of 1 onto t (i.e., the projection along [t, [] (4.16) which is due to Atiyah-Pressley (according to Guillemin).
w 5. On a KAK-decomposition
The following results are due to the second author [12] . Proof will appear elsewhere.
We 
A~P+
We identify K with a subset of/(, and extend the 7~ A to/( in the obvious way. We have the following strong "rigidity" statement. Note added in proof. This result has already appeared in [15] Theorem3. 
